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(:08). KF has received full permission from a Government to test Pl injections for cancer 

and trials by a major University, to begin next week. It's a natural product so it should not 

take long. (:11). This is a huge step. ... Goes over relationship with Def Fluorescent, who 

is attacking KF, he helped Keshe write the books in the beginning and promised to 

protect Keshe, they wrote the patents together.  (:14). I know how to trigger him for his 

better part to come out. He has protected the KF for the last year and half. In his trip to 

China he opened a pandoras box, he brought all the enemies together. Him and I agreed 

that my T and books has to be free to everyone. I wanted to wait, but he released it right 

away, as with the patents. People read the book and now they want to buy a copy. (:18). I 

said many times bless his soul, he does it with such sincerity that everybody attaches to it. 

When he opened up (sincerely) he allowed the terrorist and other people to enter the KF.   

... ?? I can't stop him from writing all the rubbish ...   (:25). The center of the U radiates 

fields out and creates stars, Galaxies, planets and beings. Inside a Being is a reflection of 

the Center of the U, a process of the interaction of the Pl. The process of ?? extinction of 

the knowledge of the Pl T. We have achieved energy production, Spaceship, we'll see in 

the coming days. The whole process of the Pl is the same in essence from one scale to 

another. (:27). He draws a Galaxy with fields radiating out you get tangibility, change the 

name you get Solar S, change the name to a proton you get the same. The same with man, 

draws a head in the center you have the soul, which radiates fields out, at the point of the 

boundary manifests a body.  (:29). Extend the knowledge in a very deep way, create a 

field strength in a center and create a SS. The half circle in most stable SS. The Sun 

changes its polarity every 11.5 years and goes back every 23 years. The earth due to its 

varying materials changes polarity every few million years. The only way to stop it is to 

move it into a position that the change doesn't come into operation. Early on we 

understood this with one of the first reactors we built, that by half circling you can 

achieve the stability of the structure and the Pl. This is a single core. In Star Formation 

you put breaks on rotation. (:31). When you go half (circle) you have less M fields push. 

Controlling a single reactor is very difficult. Look at the brain, if you keep it split you can 

control it, our brain gives us a lot of intelligence in respect to how to build reactors. 32 06 

(:38) 

(:48).  

(1:02). Arman shows the 12 MaGrav setup for SS, done in Arizona. You have 6 MG in 

inner circle. When he walked into the circle the fan slowed down showing that there is a 

field and it increases when he is inside. You will see some domes forming. (1:06). The 

walls of room were interfering with the fields, went to a platform in large room. (1:09).  

 

(1:41). He goes over the history of the KF Pl T development.  ... (1:45). We are now 5 

minutes before midnight, it's up to Mankind to accept the new knowledge and become 

peaceful.  (1:50).     (1:52). Photo of reactors, 12 and 6 balls. the energy of Pl is so huge it 

can blow up.  (1:56). He invites any government listening in the background to work 

together on this, but warns if you try to use it for war, don't forget you haven't even 

entered the nursery of the U and I am a professor and know how to wipe out (what you 

try). Instead of keeping 14 million in the basement (underground bases), and trying to 

start a war on back of earthquakes by mimicking one, and already ordering the factories 



to build millions of weapons ... you stop or we deliver. We can deliver in one shot. Those 

orange balls aren't even loaded yet. This is the same platform as in Arizona. You have to 

be able to change all the connections not by wires but by fields, the mastery comes when 

you can create a connection (condition) in one ball that it only feds a specific other ball,   

(2:00). Put a sick person on top of platform, person is healed. In space virus's can grow in 

seconds so you need this. A lot of you believe in Aliens, they carry MG field forces that 

are like viruses and can kill you in seconds. (2:03). We changed the teachings into a 

completion. The bigger plan is World peace and I know how to force it, and we are about 

to force it. I need as many of you to make as many of these, I don't call upon you to help 

but because you have a S I lock into your S and you become part of the totality. We have 

literally infiltrated every country with the MaGrav coils. There is not a place on this 

planet without a MaGrav S. I still don't think there will be another president, but Obama 

will stay for a third term. (2:05). He created the earthquake. He draws earth with 

pyramids on different parts which were built about the same time. The pyramids are just a 

facade, inside are MG structures, they connect the whole planet together. Any visitors 

from space don't need your food, these pyramids project fields across the planet. That's 

why you have them, they were built by instruction from "us" to elevate the human race, 

but they abused it, but the structure is still there, and none of them are flat because the 

field strength is holding them together. From space you get all the fields you need and 

you are aware what's going on across the planet. (2:07). The roads the maps throughout 

the U have all been done like this. You can demolish the pyramid but because the field 

has been established it will stay there. The pyramids are your MaGrav's, and you have 

made thousands of it, you were after energy and we were after spreading the S of the 

peace across the planet. Used Cu in them because in the structure of the P of the Man, it's 

the line of communication, we will reach every man. (2:11). .. I have given you 

everything to have a comfortable life, I am the Messiah, but it's for you to change the 

conditions become peaceful. We showed before by connecting reactors in Germany, 

Canada, US and Italy, through our wish reactor #2 stopped. Because may of you have lots 

of Gans in your house I don't need a core or MaGrav S. The Gans are more powerful 

receivers. What is my remote control, remember the core with hollow center (Free Pl), 

the center of the brain is same where the soul sits, with this I can control whole of man. 

At the conference I said the 9th September was the end and the 10th the beginning and on 

that day we heard about the peace btn Russia and USA. (2:16). The wish of the UC was 

to establish one world government, a couple weeks later the UN speech by Obama 

declared one world government by 2030, confirmed by Vatican. We control everything 

even though you think you are doing it. We take our time, we waited 6000 years we can 

wait a little more, sooner or later they have to come together. (2:18). You need 22 ping 

pong ball motors, to make S.  ... we are getting to the fruit of the T. (2:22). Be WARNED 

if you do not follow the procedure of the U Community for sharing knowledge and the 

peaceful application of whatever you make, this is literally a serpent, its tail will strike 

you, if your intention is for you, you'll find it is taken from you. (2:24). The governments 

will soon realize the only path to use this T is equal sharing. Q: Vivek asks how to put the 

Gans around the house to maintain the temperature. (2:28). Caroline reads Alek letter.  

(2:31). ?? a guy put Gans around the house, after 3 weeks we get the same temperature of 

23 degrees. He just put Gans coils around the house. (2:33). We will make it as a 

Blueprint. He shows Gans products going on sale. (2:36). What if I put Gans water in 



radiant floor heating and let it circulate around the house? Try it let us know. You test 

how far apart the Gans reactors need to be to heat the house. When you have a dome why 

do you need to put it in the pipe. (2:38). They have a Crystal pitcher with Gans inside to 

change the drinking water to 8.5 pH, alkaline. There is a unit coming out to connect to the 

house pipes, for 750 euros. It guarantees alkaline water. (2:42).   (2:44). Austrian from 

last week who presented and met with Keshe, to make a standard for testing Gans. (2:48). 

Someone asks if Keshe will use the receivers to change the planet from the ruling powers 

and free us from pain and suffering? When we release them then they become the same 

animals. It's the structure of the ?? land of this planet which creates this aggression, are 

we going to change the land or teach the man if he changes then don't react. this is the 

problem, not changing the world leaders, who are nothing but puppets of Industrialists. 

The monarchies will be gone shortly. (2:50). We have to change the greed inside the man. 

... He makes a request to Japanese, those who are infected by Fukoshima, contact KF 

webmaster.  (2:54). Rick shows a photo of a Plasma Workshop. (2:58). Workshops going 

on around the world.  (3:04) ... end.  

 


